Vintage Planes
Southern California Wing of the Commemorative Air Force (CAF): WWII Aviation Museum
Camarillo Airport
455 Aviation Drive
Camarillo, CA 93010
https://www.cafsocal.com/museum/
Check-in: Each registrant will hand-in a fully-completed PSA Indemnity Form including “Vintage Planes”
as the name of the activity and their signature. Additionally, each registrant will provide a $10.00 cash
donation which will be presented as a group donation to the museum later during the shoot. Once the
indemnity form and donation have been received from a participant, they will receive a color-coded
sticker/label to wear during this walk-about only.
Orientation & Aviation Shoot: Following check-in the group will be greeted by a volunteer who will
introduce the vintage planes on exhibit. Then all participating will have an opportunity to spread out and
photograph approximately a dozen aircraft. A handout will be available to reference the planes. The
group will be able to capture vintage aircraft in flight and on the ground in pristine condition. Some
planes will be in various stages of reconditioning which will afford unique imagery. There will be lots of
opportunities to capture details and tell the story of these planes. All planes are not guaranteed to be on
display (some may be called out for an air show), but examples the group should be able to shoot are: P51D Mustang “Man O’ War,” the only flyable B-29 Superfortress in the world; and the North American
SNJ-5 Texan 2-Seat Trainer. Sandy Zelasko will be available to answer photo questions and make
suggestions.
Date: Friday, March 31, 2017
Hours: 9:30 am check-in (must be present to check-in) until noon. Participants may remain at the
museum on their own after the walk-about has concluded until the museum closing at 4:00pm.
Meet: At the entrance to the museum to check-in
Cost: $10.00 donation
Group size: not limited
This organization is EXCITED to have PSA members visit!

